Welcome to
Testing and Automation devroom
FOSDEM 2021
https://fosdem-testingautomation.github.io/

devroom organized by
Kiwi TCMS, SUSE & Linaro
Your hosts today are

- Alex Todorov
- Anders Roxell
- Cyril Hrubis
- Ivajlo Karabojkov
- Richard Palethorpe
Practical

- Main devroom stream
  - Pre-recorded video + live Q&A
- „Hallway“ style discussion afterwards
  - Parallel stream & chat
- Chat: https://chat.fosdem.org
- Video: https://fosdem.org/2021/schedule/streaming/
- Stands: https://stands.fosdem.org
Agenda

- [https://fosdem.org/2021/schedule/track/testing_and_automation/](https://fosdem.org/2021/schedule/track/testing_and_automation/)
- kernel -> tracing -> embedded -> debugging in CI -> TDD -> more TDD & Ansible -> success stories & lessons learned -> QA trends to finish strong

- Lunch break !!!

- Ask lots of questions & discuss so we can all learn
Code of Conduct

- https://fosdem.org/2021/practical/conduct/
- Be considerate, friendly, and respectful towards others

- Don't be a jerk or we will kick you out!
  - it's easier to do this online